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INTRODUCTION 

ABSTRACT 
Snapchat has become a staple in the modern world of social media. In recent months, Snapchat 

introduced an augmented reality camera lens filter system that has enraptured users with its quirky 

and humorous effects. This project aims to explore the world of camera calibration to find known facial 

landmarks, to calibrate the orientation of the face, to generate a pose, and to apply various effects to 

the user’s facial structure spanning flat portable network graphics distortion and applications. In 

addition to this, the project also aims to tackle the filter known as a face swap using the Orthogonal 

Procrutes Problem as a method to handle and mitigate orthogonal calibration issues for swapping facial 

features with another image of a differing projection. 

To understand how this augmenting of reality works, the process of generating a known calibration in 

3d from a 2d image representation of the world must be traversed. Using various methods of detecting 

the locations and classifications of features, a temporal perspective axis can be generated and used to 

augment and distort these effects to the desired location on the user’s face. This project aims to explore 

the area of finding calibrations for the given projection, and apply educated guesses to locating the 

appropriate markers and orientations for the given features being sought after. 

MOTIVATION 
Having been an avid user of Snapchat since 2013, the implementation of facial filters interesting from 

the point of view of pose estimation, calibration, and the application of various lens and distortion 

effects to the user’s face has always been an interesting topic. The motivation for this project has been 

to understand how this system of calibration works in its most basic forms and to create something 

interesting that depicts these features using a simple system where an individual can easily add new 

filters. The overall goal is to create a basic system that can be expanded upon as necessary by others in 

the future, and to gain a deeper understanding for myself in how such filters work and align themselves 

with the face’s pose. 

RELEVANCE 
As this feature of Snapchat camera filters has not been made open source through an API officially, it 

has always left a yearning to create new filters using facial landmarks as anchor points and estimating 

the face’s pose using linear algebra. While this implementation is not as accurate or as efficient as 

Snapchat’s, it provides a solid foundation for implementing simple filters such as glasses and 

moustaches on any detected faces within the webcam frame, as well as implementing the face-swap 

feature across faces. 

This is relevant to this field as is it as a direct application of Augmented Reality. The method used for 

super-imposing objects relies greatly on the area of calibration with known facial landmarks, resulting 

in the augmentation of reality through a camera lens for any faces detected in the camera frame.  
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

CAMERA CALIBRATION 
OpenCV uses a projection model known as the pinhole camera (OpenCV, 2013). Using this model, there 

are several unknowns that are required to convert image points on a plane into object points in real 

space. 

 
FIGURE 1 PINHOLE CAMERA MODEL (JOSHI, 2015) 

The figure above uses a centre of projection, O, and to simplify matters, the principle axis is made 

parallel to the Z-axis. The image plane is f units away from O, where f is the focal length. The camera 

plane coordinate pc is at position (u, v, w) where w is constant. Using similar triangles to calculate (u, 

v) given (X, Y, Z) and f, we come up with the following in homogenous coordinates: 

( 
𝑢
𝑣
𝑤

 ) = ( 
𝑓 0 0
0 𝑓 0
0 0 1

 ) ( 
𝑋
𝑌
𝑍

 ) 

Since the Image Plane may not coincide with where the z-axis intersects the image plane, Pc needs to 

be translated to the desired origin by (tu, tv). The new homogenous coordinates are as follows: 

( 
𝑢
𝑣
𝑤

 ) = ( 
𝑓 0 𝑡𝑢

0 𝑓 𝑡𝑣

0 0 1

 ) ( 
𝑋
𝑌
𝑍

 ) 

Finally, the scale of the pixels must be included. If the point P is expressed in cm, and pc is measured in 

pixels, we need the values mu and mv representing pixels/cm to be included. The equation now 

becomes: 

( 
𝑢
𝑣
𝑤

 ) = ( 
𝑚𝑢𝑓 0 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑢

0 𝑚𝑣𝑓 𝑚𝑣𝑡𝑣

0 0 1

 ) ( 
𝑋
𝑌
𝑍

 ) = ( 
𝛼𝑥 0 𝑢0

0 𝛼𝑦 𝑣0

0 0 1

 ) 𝑃 = 𝐾𝑃 

K can then be given a skew factor if the coordinate axis u and v are not orthogonal to each other. This 

matrix is referred to as the intrinsic parameter matrix for the camera (OpenCV, 2013): 

𝐾 = ( 

𝛼𝑥 𝑠 𝑢0

0 𝛼𝑦 𝑣0

0 0 1
 ) 
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HAAR CASCADES 
A face has many features that can be used to uniquely classify individuals.  Using a large data store of 

positive and negative images, a cascade can be trained on a data store and classify Haar-like features 

according to the training received. A Haar-like feature considers only adjacent spatial rectangles in an 

area being detected, and then giving a difference of the sum of the pixels in the white area is 

determined from the black area to give the relative feature (Viola & Jones, 2001).  

 

FIGURE 2 HAAR-BASED FEATURES ON A FRONTAL VIEW OF THE HUMAN FACE (OPENCV, 2016) 

There are common features across faces that result in various sets of bounding boxes per face – for 

instance, the area around the eyes is generally darker than the cheek-bone area; therefore, two edge 

features can be adjacently generated (Papageorgiou, et al., 1998). This detection generates a 

convolutional kernel that works from pixels within the image itself to give a 2-rectangle feature pixel 

sum (Viola & Jones, 2001). Sets of features can then be overlaid back onto the face to approximately 

show the locality of tagged features, i.e. brow, chin, eye, nose, jaw, mouth.  

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 =  𝐼(𝐴) − 𝐼(𝐵) + 𝐼(𝐶) − 𝐼(𝐷) 

The rectangular Haar-like features can be thought of using summed-area tables called integral images. 

As images can be thought of a matrix of intensity values, integral images can be thought of as a look up 

table of the same dimensions as the image matrix (Lienhart & Maydt, 1998). A Haar-like feature 

rectangle consists of 4 points; therefore, a feature requires at least 4 lookups. 

 

 
FIGURE 3 VISUALISATION OF THE AREA SUM (MANSKE, 2007)  
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FACIAL LANDMARKS 
While Haar cascades generally have a lower computational expense in comparison to other methods, 

they only give approximate area of features and fail at skewed angles. As more accurate points to 

accurately get the pose of the face were needed, considering facial landmarks for pin-pointing as the 

main method of feature detection had to be decided on. DLIB is a modern C++ machine learning 

framework composing of detection algorithms and tools for solving real world problems (DLIB, n.d.). 

The framework recently had several new features added, including that of real-time facial landmark 

detection through one-millisecond facial alignment with an ensemble of regression trees.  

The library quickly adds annotations of 68 facial landmarks even at non-frontal, highly skewed angles 

with accurate detection. DLIB uses the HELEN dataset consisting of 2000 training images of varying 

lighting, pose, expression, occlusion, and individual differences. (Le, et al., 2012) It is also possible to go 

beyond the default 68-point generator and create one’s own classifier as per Kazemi and Sullivan, 

where a 194-point model was generated, resulting in a much richer set of points to work with. The main 

benefit for using facial landmarks lies in the annotation of individual points consistently across skew 

and varying occlusion. (Kazemi & Sullivan, 2014) 

 

FIGURE 4 EXAMPLES OF FACES LANDMARK DETECTION AT DIFFERENT SKEW ANGLES. (EARL, 2015) 

ANCHORING 
As DLIB quickly annotates the necessary features, I had to use anchoring points to keep some constants 

in generating the dimensions of the face and the pose. I decided on using points that are unable to 

undergo large distortions. As the jaw, mouth and even nose can all distort shape and vary depending 

on its context, I saw the potential in using the width of the head (points 9 and 16) with the centre point 

of the nose between the eyes (point 27) as a constant in generating the pose of the face. Face 

landmarks work from a perfectly centred and symmetrical face, I used this idea to transform and distort 

from these points to the actual skew and angle of my constant points to get the 3-dimensional pose in 

a 2-dimensional image.  

Anchoring landmarks to a face works by taking the mean shape of facial alignment, which allows for all 

images to be approximately of the same orientation. This naturally makes sense due to the nature of 

the logic of more images results in better approximations as per a larger data set. Anchoring also allows 

for pose estimation of the head, which works to generate an approximation of the amount of available 

space   
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FIGURE 5 DISTORTION OF THE FACE TO IDEAL LANDMARK POSITIONING (MEDIUM, N.D.) 

ORTHOGONAL PROCRUSTES PROBLEM 
Homography is defined as the relationship between any two planar surfaces shared across images as a 

bijection of an isomorphic vector space residing in a vector space of points. (Gower & Dijksterhuis, 

2004) Images can share the same surface points, but may differ in the perspective matrix. A 

homography matrix is defined as follows: 

𝑦0 = 𝑎0,0𝑥0 + ⋯ + 𝑎(0,𝑛)𝑥𝑛 

⋮ 

𝑦𝑛 = 𝑎𝑛,0𝑥0 + ⋯ + 𝑎(𝑛,𝑛)𝑥𝑛 

This idea of finding a collinear mapping between points is important, as it is required for being able to 

successfully carry out a face swap. Face swaps are an application of homography where a subset of 

facial landmark points is cropped, masked, and then aligned with the face of the individual to be super-

imposed onto. This then leads to an issue known as the Orthogonal Procrustes Problem with the two 

facial matrices. 

In the case of my third proposed filter for face-swapping images, there is a known problem solved in 

1964 by Peter Schönemann pertaining to matrix approximation within the scope of linear algebra called 

the “Orthogonal Procrustes Problem”. The problem deals with the issue of being give two matrices A 

and B, and from them; finding the orthogonal matrix R of mapping A onto B – in this case, the direct 

application of swapping one face’s facial landmark alignment onto another to the closest 

approximation. (Mount, 2014) 

𝑅 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 min
Ω

‖Ω𝐴 − 𝐵‖𝐹 subject to Ω𝑇Ω = 𝐼 

The solution to this problem lies in the minimisation of multiplying matrix B by the transpose of matrix 

A through reduction to the standard inner product, which results in either the stretching or cropping 

of an image to the other matrix’s dimensions. This means that for this application involving images A 

and B, the translation, rotation, skew and scale must be determined for one image onto another over 

all 68 points, i.e.: 

∑‖𝑠𝑅𝑝𝑖
𝑇 + 𝑇 − 𝑞𝑖

𝑇‖
2

68

𝑖=0

 

Given that R is an orthogonal matrix for the orthogonal 2x2 matrix of the mapping of A onto B, s is the 

scaling factor, p is the ith row of image A’s landmark, q is the corresponding ith row of image B’s 
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landmark, and T is a 2-vector, this allows for ordinary Procrustes analysis to be determined for the 

minimisation of one landmark feature onto a corresponding one. (Gower & Dijksterhuis, 2004)   

IMPLEMENTATION 

LANGUAGE CHOICE 
Throughout this project, there was the potential to work in many languages; but it was settled on to 

use Python 3.6. Python is known as the lingua-franca of data science and is a level of abstraction above 

C/C++. Knowing this, the benefits of rapid-prototyping greatly outweighed the performance drawbacks 

for expectations within this project.  

HAAR CASCADES METHOD 
Initially, Haar cascades were used as a starting point to explore the area in greater depth. Pretrained 

cascades were used in OpenCV; detecting the head and nose. As Haar cascades work in a non-skewed 

fashion with full-frontal views, the position given did not take pose into account. A simple 

implementation for placing a flat image of a moustache approximately at the located nose in the image 

was used, taking into consideration only the size of the generated locality of the cascade feature and 

resizing to a ratio of the nose feature size. 

 

FIGURE 6 NON-SKEWED MOUSTACHE ON A HAAR-FEATURE ALIGNMENT (PNGIMG, N.D.) 

FACIAL LANDMARK DETECTION 
As pure Haar-feature detection left a lot to be desired, I started using DLIB to annotate and demarcate 

landmarks on a webcam feed. As described earlier, landmarks positioned on the face allow for the pose 

to be estimated and various approximate features to be extracted for use. My implementation for 

positioning items on the face involves taking an anchor position that is approximately constant across 

face poses, finding the face’s pose from these known constants, applying the pose to the flat image 

through transformations, and then rasterization of the flat image overlay onto the webcam stream.  
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FIGURE 7 ANNOTATION OF KEY LANDMARK POINTS ON THE HUMAN FACE (IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, 2013) 

ITEM ANCHORING 
Having got the landmarks of the face, I could then determine some constants between frames and 

poses that could be used to generalise positioning of items. I used three main landmark points for 

determining the pose – the extreme left jaw-brow position (point 0), extreme right-jaw brow (point 16), 

and the brow centre point at the top of the nose (point 27). With these in mind, it is possible for me to 

get the skew of the face, and the size of the face itself. I used these ratios to resize a flat image overlay 

for the filter object, and skew to the pose of the face per frame.  

Adding a moustache builds on this idea by getting the y-value change to the centre-point interpolation 

between points 33 and 51, applying appropriate ratios for resizing, and then translating to this philtrum 

position. This method worked quite well as the moustache is skewed well to the face’s pose. However, 

across all filters, there is a small latency per frame, resulting in a laggy experience for the user. A better 

idea would be to sample every 2 frames to halve the computational expense for the filter applied, or to 

down-sample the images from the webcam feed to a lower resolution for analysis. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 8 LOGIC FLOW FOR THE FILTER OVERLAY SYSTEM 
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The steps for any flat png overlay can be broken down as follows into these steps: 

1. Generate a representation of the face in terms of facial landmarks 

2. Using constant points around the eyes, generate a line from one side of the face to the other 

3. Calculate the angle of this line and the offset from the centre point between brows 

4. Apply this distortion to the overlay and transform to the feature’s position 

5. In the case of the moustache, generate the appropriate offset from the anchor point between 

the brows to the new position on the face for the overlay to be placed on the new anchor 

FACE SWAP 
The last and most difficult filter applied to the webcam was a face swap method using the Orthogonal 

Procrustes Problem for the minimisation of matrices. This sequence was broken down into 

approximately four different steps: 

1. Determine the facial landmarks for the image through DLIB 

2. Determine the matrix for image B to fit over the matrix for image A 

3. Modify the colour balance for image B to match image A 

4. Blend and rasterize the section of image B onto image A 

 

FIGURE 9 SAMPLE FACE SWAP (WOODSIE TV, 2016) 

Having got the features from DLIB, some analysis of the Procrustes issue must be done to allow the 

image matrices to align up with one another for rotation, translation, skew and scale. The method for 

determining the positioning of images onto one another can be broken down into the following 

mathematical steps with Numpy: 

1. Cast all matrix inputs into 64-bit floating point matrices 
2. Determine the centroid for all landmark points by generating the mean between them per 

image 
3. Subtract the centroids from the relative points per image 
4. Determine the standard deviation to remove the scaling issue from the problem 
5. Rotate the corresponding image B to A by performing a matrix singular value decomposition 
6. Determine and return an affine transformation matrix of the image which generates an 

appropriate alignment between the image matrices. 
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FIGURE 10 ORTHOGONAL PROCRUSTES PROJECTION ALIGNMENT (RESEARCHGATE, 2016) 

The next step is to colour correct the portion of image A now overlaid onto image B and fix the tonality 

of the skin differences and the discontinuities that exist between them. This is achieved by creating a 

feathered Gaussian blur on the edges of the portion of the images transposed to image B. This results 

in a crude solution to RGB scale colour correction issues, but this also makes each pixel generate its 

own scale factor. A problem associated with this is the variations observed when lighting is uneven 

across the face’s kernel, resulting in some blends appearing darker on some sides. 

The final step associated with the face swap is blending with a mask and feathering the differences 

between them in transformations into each other’s coordinate spaces through warping and combining 

elements together in to the final rasterization. The net result is a transfer of facial features. 

 

FIGURE 11 TEST FACE SWAP COURTESY OF PROF. STEPHEN BARRETT (MAANKAAB, 2016) 
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FIGURE 12 VARYING LIGHTING CONDITIONS WITH A DONALD TRUMP OVERLAY (MAANKAAB, 2016)  
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EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS 

GLASSES & MOUSTACHE FILTERS 

FULL-FRONTAL 
The flat image filters when applied to the full-frontal face, without any skew, at a large resolution and 

without any occlusion worked quite well. There was a small amount of jumping between frames due to 

the slight positional variations, but this could also have been due to noise existing in the webcam feed. 

The result of this experiment was the filter keeping its correct aspect ratio, and slight variations in 

position.  

SKEW, SCALE & ROTATION 
I tilted and skewed my head in multiple ways to give as much variation as possible. The aim of this was 

to see how well the filter would perform at edge cases where not of the face is not guaranteed to be 

visible. The result of this test was still positive, where in most cases, the filter was still within an 

appropriate measure of good aspect ratio, sometimes however with random spikes to an unacceptable 

skew. Overall, an aggregate average over the past n frames would help to smooth out the position of 

the skew and noise, but at the cost of latency. 

OCCLUSION 
When parts of the image were not visible by another object overlaying part of the face, DLIB was still 

able to use the remaining points to give a best guess approximation their location. This meant that 

filters still worked when parts of the face were covered by a hand. This broke down, however, when 

more than half of the face became occluded. In this case, the filter failed to be applied and the regular 

feed appeared.  

LIGHTING 
I tried a variety of lighting conditions ranging from bright to verging on darkness. On the frame being 

too dim, the face could not be found correctly, and so no filter appeared. Darkness is a difficult problem 

in computer vision – variations in brightness can be corrected easily enough, but an entirely dark frame 

is very difficult to deal with. 

FACE SWAP FILTER 

FULL FRONTAL 
A full-frontal image with only one protagonist visible, no skew and no occlusion worked quite well. The 

series of steps managed to correctly determine the positioning of the transposed matrix onto the 

image, and the masking and blending steps correctly gauged the tone to an approximate degree. 

SKEW, ROTATION & SCALE 
The steps began to break down at times with this, as the mask was not appropriately skewed to the 

face’s pose. This could be improved upon, by better calibration of the pose and orientation. 

OCCLUSION 
The transposing was correctly performed when part of the face was not visible. The draw-back of this 

was that the overlay of the new image appeared over the hand occluding part of the face being 
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rasterized. This created a weird effect where part of the new face appeared above the hand. This is 

problem could be solved by gauging the field of view and occluding appropriately between z-buffers.  

LIGHTING 
With varying lighting conditions, the face was still found and projected accordingly. Issues that occurred 

with varying light on the face resulted in some strange effects of blotchiness or incorrect dark hues of 

shadows where one face was projected onto another. This can be fixed, however, by a more careful 

implementation of blending the faces and masks into one another. 

 

FIGURE 13 ALIGNMENT ISSUE BRIEFLY ON A FRAME 

ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The results of the various filters had an overall positive outcome with the desired basic projections for 

orienting flat objects and masks onto the facial structure. All three filters satisfy the basic requirements 

of finding the anchoring points, and then being distorted accordingly to the given pose of the face.  

 
FIGURE 14 3D PERSPECTIVE OF A PAIR OF GLASSES (VISIONEXPRESS, N.D.) 

Firstly, the glasses filter is correctly aligned on a regular, full-frontal view of the face without any skew. 

On analysis, however, given more non-perfect edge cases, the aspect ratio of the glasses distorts slightly 

on a tilted head, becoming more crushed horizontally. As the pair of glasses encompasses a 3d space, 

the flat png file fails to show any understanding of depth due to the lack of temples extending from the 

sides of the glasses themselves to the ears. In a refactor, I would aim to either replace the flat image 

with a 3d model of glasses and occlude accordingly given some depth information about the view of 

the webcam, or generate and distort temples depending on the pose and orientation of the head. 
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FIGURE 15 GLASSES SKEWED APPROPRIATELY TO THE FACE’S POSE (PNGMART, 2016) 

The moustache filter underwent the same distortionary effects of a small change in aspect ratio on 

tilting the head. As the ratio and position of the flat object is governed by finding the size and angle of 

the head, both filters suffer from the same distortion as they both undergo this mathematical exercise 

for finding their anchoring positions. As the moustache is smaller, it is less noticeable; but can still be 

improved on. Given the smaller set of information about the  

 
FIGURE 16 ALIGNMENT FROM THE CENTRE-BROW ANCHOR TO THE PHILTRUM (PNGIMG, N.D.) 

The final exercise for the filters project was to generate two homographies from facial points of 

different individuals and to mask one over the other and blend. The result was a slightly disconcerting 

image where a mask of one image occludes another and has its edges blended to retain skin tone 

information about its destination. 

 
FIGURE 17 FACE SWAP WITH AN IMAGE OF AARON PAUL (HUFFINGTON POST, 2013)  
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 
Overall, I was extreme happy with the results of the three filters for this project. The net outcome of 

the projections, distortions, and masking all went to plan with very interesting features being 

augmented onto the view of the webcam.  

Snapchat filters are fascinating progressions within the scope of augmented reality. The developments 

that have been applied to the scope of calibration and augmenting of real and fake together into a 

single application in the palm of one’s hand has allowed for interesting deviation of reality to exist. As 

Snapchat grows in popularity, the quality and variations of the augmenting of what the lens captures 

expands constantly. In this project, I explored a subset of the theory involved in creating such a filter – 

spanning over estimating pose through landmark machine learning, augmenting simple flat objects to 

the pose of the face, and exploring the Orthogonal Procrustes Problem in detail.  

While my implementations can be greatly improved on, I believe that it is a great base for future work 

on for other developers for better and more efficient algorithms for improved latency, better 

calibration, and rasterizing a three-dimensional object onto a two-dimensional space on a screen, 

rather than simple a flat image with transparency. I would also recommend for future work to work 

further on the application of virtual makeup in addition to more filters. Another advancement would 

be the use of the CLM framework for better pose estimation from landmarks rather than my three-

point method of calibrating the pose from simple linear algebra.  
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